Summer of Kleist Memorial Tournament
Round 8

Tossups

1. He was an undergraduate at Montana State University and received in Ph. D. from Cal-Berkely in 1923, and did his postdoctoral work with Niels Bohr, followed by stints as a professor at Johns Hopkins, Columbia, and Chicago. His early work dealt with atomic structure and spectra, and his other work led him into heavily involvement in the uranium separation section of the Manhattan Project. Based on his theories, his student Stanley Miller carried out the famous experiment that produced organic compounds from electric discharges into the so-called “primoridal soup.” FTP, name this American scientist, best known for his discovery of deuterium.

A: Harold _Urey_

2. Molly Farren is a woman ruined by opium addiction. Her marriage keeps a man from being with the true woman he loves, Nancy Lammeter. After Molly Farren dies, the man is relieved from his burden and is free to remarry. However, her death leaves their secret child in the hands of the title character, who believes that child is his dead sister reborn. He names the child Eppie, and through her rediscovers peace and God. After 16 years, Godfrey Cass is finally moved to confess, though Eppie rejects a chance to live with him, and stays with her adopted father. FTP, name this work, in which the weaver of Raveloe is redeemed, written by George Eliot.

Answer: Silas Marner

3. This economist claimed that he got into his profession because he lacked the personality to become an accountant. Making contributions in such diverse fields as the analysis of international trade, public goods, and capital theory, his most influential work was in his formulation of the interaction between multiplier and accelerator effects, and in consumption analysis, his theory of revealed preference. The crux of his work lies in the idea that the universal nature of consumer behavior is the key to economic theory. This idea was espoused in his classic, Foundations of Economic Analysis. FTP, identify this economist, author of the introductory textbook Economics, M.I.T. professor and winner of the 1970 Nobel Prize.

Answer: Paul Samuelson

4. One of the more prominent ailurophobics in history, he suffered from a deep fear of cats his whole life.  He escaped his sentence of life imprisonment for his part in two coups, fleeing to England in 1846, where he had spent much of his early life, and for whose crown his son would die.  He returned from exile two years later to win the presidency over General Cavaignac by a wide margin, and declaring himself the leader of the Second Empire in 1851.  FTP, name this Frenchman, who would rule for a further twenty years until the Franco-Prussian War led to his downfall.

A:  Napoleon III, Charles Louis Napoleon Bonaparte

5. He died just prior to being crown with a laurel by Pope Clement VIII. This came after a period of poor health and wandering. During that period he still produced a tragedy, Torrismondo, and a poem about creation, Il Mondo Creato, as well as the religious poem Monte Oliveto. Some attributed much of his anguish to a forbidden love for his sister Leonora. This thought became the basis for a play by Goethe about this poet’s life. FTP, identify this Italian poet, confined for many years in an asylum, most famous for the masterpiece Jerusalem Delivered.

Answer: Torquato Tasso

6. Through a study of the teaching of St. Paul in the Epistle to the Romans, he struggled to clarify the relation between justice and social righteousness. This governed all he had to say in later life about the relation between Gospel to the power of the state and the oppression of the poor. These ideas are outlined in the work The Epistle to the Romans. He also did a celebrated study of St. Anselm entitled Fides quaerens intellectum, after being forced to rethink the problem of theological method by Heinrich Scholz. During the Nazi occupation he was one of the founders of the Confessing Church, which spurred uprising against the Nazi regime. Of  his most famous work, Church Dogmatics, he regarded his account of the Act and Being of God the most important. FTP, identify this important 20th century Swiss theologian.

Answer: Karl Barth

7. There are two columns, one of which contain objects like glass beads that have a high surface to volume ratio. As the flask containing two or more liquids is heated, vapors condense on each of the glass beads, and recondense slightly higher up, with the liquid with the higher boiling making up a lesser proportion. At the top of the flask, the liquid with the lowest boiling point makes up the entire condensate. It is then collected in a separate tube. FTP, name this technique, a method of separating liquids with boiling points less than 25 degrees apart.

A: _fractional distillation_

8. His music for church functions earned popularity among the officials of his hometown of Catania and they raised enough money to sent him to the Royal College of Music in Naples.  In Milan, he first met librettist Felice Romani and together they created Il Pirata and La Straniera among others.  Identify this composer best known for La Sonnambula, I Puritani, and Norma.  					Vincenzo Bellini


9. In the 1820’s he was the comptroller of New York State, and leading member of the “Albany Regency”, a group of powerful Democrats. After serving as an associate justice of the New York Supreme Court, he entered the U.S. Senate, where he served until becoming the governor of New York in 1839. He is best known, however, for actions as a secretary of state. He oversaw the Gadsden purchase, the Black Warrior case, which averted war with Spain, as well as receiving the Ostend Manifesto from the diplomats dispatched to purchase Cuba. FTP, identify this man, a secretary of war under Polk, and secretary of state under Pierce, most famous for his remark that “to the victor go the spoils of the enemy.”

Answer: William L. Marcy

10. Formed on September 21, 1897 by a volcanic eruption that fused three islands together, its name literally means “isle of three.” Part of a national park along with the neighboring islands of Kalampunian Besar and Kalampunian Damit, the local authorities have been making efforts to increase tourism, as visits to the island have dropped by more than half since 1993.  Therefore, a group of chalets were built on the island, as well as facilities to allow divers to explore the undersea coral reefs.  A highly successful promotional campaign for the island has made it known to millions, but it did involve introducing non-native species of sugar cane and tapioca. For 10 points – identify this 25 miles southwest of Kota Kinabulu, Malaysia.

Answer: Pulau Tiga

11. Red is killed for dancing with a girl he shouldn’t have. His funeral is held in the Grotto with a hired orchestra. Lee Goodwin is accused for a murder he did not commit. The actual murdered of Tommy goes to great lengths to keep the only witness of the crime away from testifying. That only witness happens to be Temple Drake, daughter of a judge, who gets involved with this seedy gang through Gowan Stevens, a fellow college student. In the end, the lawyer Horace Benbow manages to get Temple on the stand, where she lies about the crime. That night, Goodwin is dragged out into the street by a mob and burned. Temple goes to Europe and is discontent. However, the real murderer soon after is himself arrested and later executed for a crime he did not commit. FTP, identify this novel about that cad Popeye, written by William Faulkner.

Answer: Sanctuary

12. Appointed a senator in 1910, he helped to reform Italian schools in the 20’s.   A staunch opponent of fascism, he became a Liberal party leader in 1943.  Reviving interest in the work of the Italian thinker Giambiattista Vico, he also helped reassess the idea of Hegel.  Identify this Italian philosopher, founder and editor of La Critica, and author of Aesthetic, Philosophy of the Practical, and History as the Story of Liberty. 									Benedetto Croce

13. Lancret and Pater were avid admirers of his style, though the quality of their works pales in comparison to his more reknowned creations.  Early in his career he too was a hack painter and even when he branched out aesthetically, another painter, Peter Paul Reubens, served as his model.  After presenting his Embarkation for the Island of Cythera to the Academy, he became the first commissioned painter of fetes galantes.  One of the greatest colorists of all time, he was constantly haunted by the specter of tuberculosis during his short life.  FTP, name this Flemish descended painter, who chronicled stage life in paintings such as Love in the French Theatre and with his shimmering pastels exerted a prominent influence on 18th Century fashion and garden design.  
Answer: Antoine _WATTEAU_

14. Later in life, he worked in Quantum Electrodynamics, predicting the existence of magnetic monopoles and suggesting the string representation of particles which later evolved into superstring theory. He is more famous, however, for his earlier, in which he worked out a theory of quantum mechanics based on a transformation theory, similar to General Relativity. He managed to correct Schrodinger’s Equation for its failure to predict the intrinsic spin discovered by Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck. FTP, identify this British physicist, author of “Principles of Quantum Mechanics.” 

A: Paul _Dirac_

15. The son of the mayor of Culemborg, he had an enlightened policy towards native people for his time, even allowing thefts on his ships to go unpunished.  He drove the Portuguese from Malacca and the Spaniards from Formosa, while signing trade treaties with native peoples in Japan, Vietnam, and the Moluccas.  As head of the Dutch East India Company from 1636 to 1645, he financed the expeditions of Frans Visscher and Abel Tasman.  For 10 points – identify this governor for whom Tasmania was originally named.

Answer: Anthony van Diemen

16. Influenced by the writings of Patrick Geddes, he became an associate editor of The Dial and wrote about architecture for The New Yorker from 1931-1963. His book Sticks and Stones is an insightful historical account of American architecture. The Golden Day, and The Brown Decades are some of his more general studies on the origins and development of human culture. His “Renewal of Life” is a series of books criticizing the dehumanizing tendencies of technological progress. FTP, identify this urban planner and historian who analyzed the role of cities in human history in The City in History and well as The Culture of Cities.

Answer: Lewis Mumford

17. After it is put in the temple of Faith, a slave attempts to take it and is met with a beating. It is then hid in the grove of Silvanus. The slave, however, wishing to aid his master and repay the trashing, takes it.  The slave is reluctant to give it to Lyconides, assuming that he would give it back to its owner. Lyconides uses it as leverage to marry a woman he had violated while drunk, a woman who has just had his child. Their child also causes Lyconides’ uncle, Megadorus to finally renounce his plans to marry the woman, though he had intended to do it without dowry and pay for the wedding. In the end, the woman’s father changes his ways and gives it as a dowry to the newly married couple. FTP, identify this play by Plautus about the miser Euclio, who is nervous about losing the valuable titular object. 

Answer: The Pot of Gold  (Accept: Aulularia)

18. Greatly opposed to the Rococo style popular in London during his time, his treatise Analysis of Beauty is a commentary on the Rococo aesthetic.  Taking his cues from the English way of life rather than the continent, his paintings of “The Shrimp Girl” and “Captain Coram” are masterpieces of British painting.  Identify this creator of the genre of pictorial satire especially noted for “Marriage a la Mode” and “The Rake’s Progress.”												William Hogarth

19. After service in the navy during the American Revolution, in September 1787 he set out on a journey on the Lady Washington subsidized by Boston merchants.   After procuring a boatload of furs from Northwestern Indians, he took command of another ship and headed west, visiting China and returning to Boston in 1790 after completing the first American circumnavigation of the globe.  Identify this American navigator who discovered the Columbia River on board his ship, the Columbia.											Robert Gray

10. He did important work in condensation and heat transfer which led to revolutions in boiler and condenser design, and developed the theory of lubrication. He also studied wave and tidal motion in rivers and developed the concept of group velocity. His most famous accomplishment, however, is a quanitity equal to average flow velocity times tube diameter times fluid density over absolute viscosity. FTP, name this British physicist, whose namesake number measures whether a fluid flow is laminar or turbulent.

A: Osborne Reynolds
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1. Identify the following about the conflict between the Roman Catholic Church and the German Empire FTSNOP.

First, for 5, what name was given to this period from 1871 to 1883 that began after the First Vatican Council moved to strengthen the dogma of Papal infallibility?													Kulturkampf
For another 5, Bismark responded by passing a law suppressing this Roman Catholic Order.									Jesuits or Society of Jesus
For 10 points each, identify both the Pope when the Kulturkampf began and the subsequent pope whose ascension brought an end to the misunderstanding.													Pius IX and Leo XIII 


2. Identify the following types of chromatography, FTPE:

10: In this type, the mixture to be separated is pulled up a layer of silica by capillary action of the eluant.

A: _Thin layer_ chromatography or _TLC_

10: The mixture is forced through silica gel by gravity, allowing for greater separation than TLC.

A: _Column_ chromatography

10: The mixture is vaprized a passed through a long coiled tube in a temperature gradient, separating into component gases.

A: _gas_ chromatography or _vapor phase_ chmromatography


3. Answer these questions about short stories by Philip Roth FTSNOP:

5 – In this story young Neil Klugman pursues the wealthy, beautiful Brenda Patimkin, a Radcliffe student, and after a summer love affair, rejects her.

Answer: Goodbye, Columbus

10 – In this story, a young Jewish boy argues the Virgin Birth with a rabbi, threatening to jump off a building if his loved ones do not accept Christ.

Answer: The Conversion of the Jews

15 – In this short story, in the same collection as the preceding two, a young Jewish lawyer attempts to explain suburban mores to the leader of a rabbinical orphanage.

Answer: Eli, the Fanatic


4. Identify the composer from clues, 30-20-10.

(30)	A fervent admirer of Wagner, he allegedly destroyed the score for his first opera, A Guest of Honor after he could not afford lodging for his musicians on tour.

(20)	In 1911, he published his sole surviving opera Treemonisha at his own expense.  The pressure for it to succeed consumed him and along with syphilis, contributed to the collapse of his sanity.  

(10)	Though he made a concerted effort to establish his legacy as a serious composer and considered the creation of syncopated music merely a pastime, his is remembered most for the songs “Maple Leaf Rag” and “The Entertainer.”

Answer: Scott _JOPLIN_ 


5. Identify these terms from economics FTPE:

A) This is the responsiveness of the value of one economic variable to a change in the value of another which is related to it.																		Elasticity

B) This refers to the additional amount of resources it will take to produce one more unit of a good.

Marginal Cost
C) A scarce good, yielding utility, which must be allocated either by rationing or the price mechanism.
								Economic Good


6. FTSNOP, Identify the following about an event in Russia in 1905.  

F5P, The year began eventfully as this event occurred on January 22, when troops fired on a group of protesters killing 70, and wounding 240. 																Bloody Sunday
FTP, This priest was the leader of the protesters.															Gregory Apollonovich Gapon
F15P, the czar was not present at the winter palace that day, so the actual orders were given by this man, his uncle and the commander of the Imperial Guard.															Grand Duke Vladimir


7. Answer the following regarding a famous physics problem, FTPE:

10: Name the path that a particle in a constant gravity field would follow to cover the distance between two points in the least amount of time.

A: _brachistochrone_ 

10: The brachistochrone problem was first solved by what Swiss mathematician in 1696?

A: _Johann Bernoulli_

10: The path of the brachistochrone was found to be identical to what figure, traced by a point on a circle rolling on a line in a plane?

A: _cycloid_


8. For the stated number of points, answer the following questions about devotional music.

(15)	Endurance is essential for performers of this Sufi devotional music.  Songs, which can last up to half an hour, are improvised and must be performed without a break.  The main instrument is the human voice, which can propel both singer and listener into a state of ecstasy.
Answer: _QAWWALI_

(10)	The greatest qawwal of the 20th Century, this corpulent Pakistani musician modernized qawwali by speeding up its tempo.  Many Westerners became acquainted with his sound through motion pictures.  He collaborated with Eddie Vedder on the Dead Man Walking soundtrack and his songs were included in, interestingly enough, Natural Born Killers and The Last Temptation of Christ.  
Answer: Nusrat Fateh Ali _KHAN_

(5)	Though rhythmic singing is the heart of qawwali, singers are also accompanied by these hand drums common to music of the Indian subcontinent.
Answer: _TABLA_


9. Critical theory is so Post-Marxist! Identify these people related to the Frankfurt School FTPE: 

A) He attacked the enlightenment tradition in works such as Negative Dialectics, and Minima Moralia. He argued that capitalism turned culture into a fetish and an instrument of repression. This crazy dude was always afraid that his own theories would be co-opted by the ruling elite.

Answer: Theodor Adorno

B) This aesthetician was killed while fleeing the Nazis. His most famous article is “Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” from Illuminations, which is apparently very boring. He’s very popular in intellectual circles nowadays, with beret wearing chain smokers discussing how he blended Jewish mysticism and Marxism.

Answer: Walter Benjamin

C) He is a pupil of Adorno, which makes him pretty old. He attempted to justify the project of the Enlightenment and struggled to uphold the integrity and value of the individual in the face of homogenizing society. He is famous for his Theory of Communicative Action as well as The Philosophical Discourse of Modernity.

Answer: Jurgen Habermas



10. 30-20-10, name the author from works

30 – Cromwell, The Physiology of Marriage
20 – A Harlot High and Low, Shady Business
10 – Human Comedy, Eugene Grandet

Answer: Honore de Balzac


11. Answer the following questions about the 1996 Championship Games of the NFC and AFC for the stated number of points.

(5/5)	The 1996 NFC Championship Game was a rematch of the 1967 Ice Bowl.  For five points each, what two teams fought it out for the right to go to Super Bowl XXX.
Answer:	Green Bay Packers
		Dallas Cowboys

(5/5)	1996 marked the first time that two teams originally in the NFL before the NFL/AFL merger met in the AFC Championship Game. Name them for five points each.
Answer:	Pittsburgh Steelers
		Indianapolis Colts

(10)	The Colts had made the AFC title game that season in part due to the heroics of this quarterback, nicknamed "Captain Comeback."
Answer:	Jim Harbaugh


12. Identify the following Union Civil War Generals FTSNOP.

F5P, he was wounded at the Battle of Gettysburg where he commanded the II Corps at the focus of Pickett’s Charge.  He may be better known as a losing presidential candidate in 1880. 										Winfield Scott Hancock
FTP, especially known for his timely deployment of Vincent’s and Weed’s Brigades at Gettysburg where he was Chief Engineer, he later commanded the II and V Corps but was relieved of his command by Sheridan at the Battle of Five Forks.														Gouverneur Kemble Warren
F15P, a native of Pontiac, Michigan, he was mortally wounded leading the II Corps into Bloody Lane at Antietam.																	Israel Bush “Fighting Dick” Richardson



13. Hieronymus Bosch is indeed cool because he painted The Garden of Earthly Delights, but he did other stuff too.  For fifteen points each, identify some of that stuff.

(15)	This work painted round 1500 shares its title with a 1494 Sebastian Brant poem about the journey of a horde of idiots to the idyllic land of Narragonia.
Answer: _SHIP OF FOOLS_

(15)	An entreaty to steadfastness against sin and a condemnation of heresy, this Bosch triptych features the title character surrounded by demons whose bodies consist of human, animal, and vegetable parts.  Particularly striking is the right panel’s depiction of a couple mounted on a giant, airborne fish.
Answer: The _TEMPTATION OF ST. ANTHONY_


14. Identify the following regarding cell wall structure, FTSNOP:

5: Plant cell walls are composed mostly of what type of glucose chain?

A: _cellulose_

10: Bacterial cell walls are composed of what molecule?

A: _peptidoglycan_

15: Bacteria with thick cell walls retain blue dye and are classified as what?

A: _Gram-positive_


15. Identify these German Länder FTSNOP.
A. (5) It’s the largest of the Länder in area.
Answer: Bayern or Bavaria
B. (5) The northernmost Land, its boundaries were not set until 1920 when plebescites determined the boundary between Germany and Denmark.
Answer: Schleswig-Holstein
C. (10) The Länder include three free cities which comprise their own states.  FTP, all or nothing, name them.
Answer: Berlin, Hamburg, and Bremen
D. (10) One of the five Länder created from East Germany after reunification, it was formed by the amalgation of the Magdeburg and Halle districts.
Answer: Sachsen-Anhalt or Saxony-Anhalt
Do not accept: Saxony (that’s a different state)


16. Identify these works of the Norwegian master writer Henrik Ibsen FTPE:

A) This is the first play that Ibsen ever wrote while in university, and is partially based on Latin texts Ibsen was studying for class. Though not a very good play, it does feature some Ibsen standards: a rebellious hero and his destructive mistress. This is the model that later emerged in Hedda Gabler and The Master Builder.

Answer: Catiline

B) This a play about a defiant rural pastor who takes his religious calling with a sincerity that transcends compromise, human sympathy and warmth. In the end, his thundering voice brings an avalanche upon him. The play was a great popular success, at least partly due to its troubling themes. 

Answer: Brand

C) This is a play about the Hjalmar Ekdal and his family, who live a happy existence until their lives are disturbed by Gregers Werle, an infatuated truth-teller. He shatters their quaint lives and leaves them hopeless and despondent.

Answer: The Wild Duck


17. Identify the following about early attempts to gain Mexican independence FTPE.

This priest in the parish of Dolores in Guanajuato could have captured Mexico City but inexplicably turned back and was later defeated, captured and executed. 															Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla
Hidalgo was defeated at this battle on January 17, 1811 by 6000 Spaniards under Calleja.											Calderon Bridge
After the death of Hidalgo this priest took up the cause but was defeated by Iturbide at Valladolid and later captured, defrocked , and executed.																Jose Maria Morelos y Pavon


18. For fifteen points each, answer the following about religious creeds.

15:  This principle forms the basis of Jainist ethics, and prohibits the harm of all living matter, which includes vegetation and insects.  Gandhi based his political beliefs on this doctrine.  

Answer:  _ahimsa_

15:  Codified two to three centuries after Muhammad, this doctrine extends Islam to the public sphere, and is the set of laws which govern societies based on Islam.  

Answer:  _shari’ ah_


19. Identify these terms from probability, FTSNOP.

A. (5) This term describes the set of all possible outcomes of an experiment.

Answer: sample space (or sample description space)

B. (5) The probability of the set (E È F) [read: E union F] is equal to the probability of E plus the probability of F if the sets E and F bear this relationship.

Answer: disjoint or mutually exclusive

C. (10) This type of probability experiment consists of a set of single trials each with two possible outcomes. The probabilities of events in this trial can be calculated using the binomial theorem.

Answer: Bernoulli trial 

D. (10) This equation relates the conditional probability that an event A will occur given event B to the probability that event B will occur given event A.

Answer: Bayes’ Theorem


20. Identify these world authors FTSNOP:

5 – Identify this Chilean author of Daughters of Fortune and House of the Spirits.

Answer: Isabel Allende

10 – This Japanese author wrote some kickass book that are all about the rebellion and disillusionment of the post-WWII generation. Those works include Nip the Buds, Shoot the Kids,  Teach Us to Outgrow Our Madness, and The Silent Cry.

Answer: Kenzaburo Oe

15 – His sympathy with the Communist cause in Indonesia caused his imprisonment from 1965 to 1980. The pre-eminent Indonesian prose writer, some of his works include The Paralyzed, a novel about life in a Dutch prison camp, Tales of Jakarta, Dawn, and Sparks of Revolution. Since his release, he has been confined to Jakarta.

Answer: Pramoedya Ananta Toer









 











